An algebraic extended bilinear Hilbert semispace H ∓ is proposed as being the natural representation space for the algebras of von Neumann. This bilinear Hilbert semispace has a well defined structure given by the representation space
Introduction
The first essential step of this paper consists in building up a bilinear mathematical frame for the representations of the von Neumann algebras in such a way that the most convenient representation space be essentially an extended bilinear Hilbert semispace characterized by a non-orthogonal basis.
Considering that the representation space of a von Neumann algebra must be the enveloping algebra [13] of the Hilbert (semi)module on which this von Neumann algebra acts, an extended bilinear Hilbert semispace is then proposed whose Hilbert bisemimodule constitutes the searched enveloping semialgebra [30] : this constitutes the content of chapter 1 [29] .
In this perspective, an algebraic extended bilinear Hilbert semispace H ± a and an analytic extended bilinear Hilbert semispace H ± h are constructed and proved to be the natural representation spaces for the algebras of elliptic operators. In this context, semialgebras and bisemialgebras of von Neumann on the spaces H ± a and H ± h are introduced according to the general treatment of semistructures and bisemistructures introduced in [30] .
The generation of algebraic bilinear Hilbert semispaces is related to the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology which constitutes the algebraic pillar of the bilinear global program of Langlands introduced in [29] . More concretely, we are interested in the representation space Repsp(GL n (L v × L v )) of a bilinear general semigroup over the product (L v × L v ) of sets of real completions whose ranks are integers modulo N in such a way that:
• GL n (L v × L v ) has the Gauss bilinear decomposition into the product of subgroups of diagonal matrices by the subgroups of upper and lower unitriangular matrices;
according to the left (resp. right) places v i (resp. v i ) of L v (resp. L v ) and so that the set of left (resp. right) subsemimodules M v i (resp. M v i ) corresponds to the set of left (resp. right) conjugacy classes of GL n (L v × L v ) .
The n-th bilinear Eisenstein cohomology (semi)group is the cohomology of the Shimura bisemivariety given by
where
is a bilinear parabolic subsemigroup over the product of sets of irreducible real completions having a rank N ;
• GL n ((Z N Z ) 2 ) is a bilinear arithmetic subsemigroup constituting the representation of the tensor product of Hecke operators and having a representation in a Hecke bilattice;
• L R and L L are symmetric (real) (semi)fields.
Then, the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology
of the Shimura bisemivariety ∂S K D
R×L
has coefficients in the (bisemi)sheaf
and is in bijection with the representation space of the general bilinear algebraic semigroup GL n (L v × L v ) .
Furthermore, the complete reducibility of Repsp(GL n (L v × L v )) induces the decomposition of the n-th bilinear Eisenstein cohomology into irreducible one-dimensional bilinear Eisenstein cohomologies.
On the other hand, the analytic pillar of the global program of Langlands is given by the cuspidal representation of the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology in terms of products, right by left, of global elliptic semimodules which are (truncated) Fourier series whose number of terms corresponds to the number of conjugacy classes of the general bilinear semigroup GL n (L v × L v ) .
The Eisenstein and analytic de Rham cohomologies are considered and recalled to be isomorphic [21] from which it results that (bi)semialgebras of von Neumann on the algebraic and analytic bilinear Hilbert semispaces H ) decomposes into analytic subbisemisheaves according to:
• the internal conjugacy classes g ) shifted into (m × m) dimensions in such a way that:
) be the coefficient system of the shifted bilinear Eisenstein coho- ) where
is the shifted Shimura bisemivariety;
) decomposes into shifted algebraic subbisemisheaves according to the inner or modular conjugacy classes of GL n (L v ×L v ) in such a way that the modular conjugacy classes correspond to the cosets of
As in the unshifted case, the shifted bilinear Eisenstein cohomology decomposes into direct sum of completely irreducible orthogonal or nonorthogonal shifted bilinear Eisenstein cohomologies.
Taking into account the decomposition of the algebraic (resp. analytic) can be constructed, leading to consider that these bilinear Hilbert semispaces are "solvable".
And towers of sums of modular or internal von Neumann sub(bi)semialgebras respectively of modular or internal random (bi)operators can be generated with respect to sums of modular or internal algebraic indices: If the cuspidal representation space of the
is taken into account, the corresponding set of eigenbifunctions of the differential bioperator
is given, according to the Langlands program, by the global elliptic bisemimodules which are products, right by left, of (truncated) Fourier series whose number of terms correspond to the modular or internal algebraic index.
In this context, the classification of the factors of von Neumann can be envisaged from the algebraic frame developed in this paper.
In correspondence with the introduction of pseudo-ramified 
will be a hyperfinite subfactor of type II 1 i [23] , [24] , where N is the order of a global inertia subgroup.
So, our main proposition can finally be stated as follows :
1. On the pseudo-unramified bilinear Hilbert semispace H unr h
, there are q factors of type I i , 1 ≤ i ≤ q ≤ ∞ where " i " denotes a modular algebraic index.
On the bilinear Hilbert subsemispace
, there are N subfactors of type II 1 i , where i denotes an internal algebraic dimension.
The upper subfactor II 1 N is the hyperfine factor II 1 .
On the tensor products
) where i denotes a modular algebraic index. 
H unr h (∞) ⊗ H ∓ h (i) , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
Bilinear semigroups and bilinear Hilbert semispaces
The aim of this chapter is to introduce a sufficiently general mathematical frame for the representations of the von Neumann algebras. As the "representation" of a k-algebra M L over a number field k of characteristic zero proceeds from its enveloping algebra, the most natural representation space for the von Neumann algebras will be an extended Hilbert semispace of bilinear nature which then corresponds to the representation space of the k-algebra M L in a linear Hilbert semispace h .
If the representation space of a von Neumann algebra is assumed to be non commutative, its (algebraic)-geometric structure will then be of Riemann type and composed of the tensor product of a pair of faithfully projective isomorphic k-semimodules leading to an extended bilinear Hilbert semispace by projection of one of these semimodules on its copy.
Notations: R, L means " R " or " L " for "right" or "left";
Definition 1.1 Enveloping algebra: Let M R,L be a k-algebra considered as a finitely generated, projective and faithful right (resp. left) k-module. Its enveloping algebra is given by
as the opposite algebra of M L (resp. M R ) [13] .
n and we have that [6] , [18] , [37] :
where M n (k) is the ring of matrices of order n over k .
Definition 1.2 Symmetric algebraic extension field: Let K be a number field of characteristic 0 and L a finite (algebraically closed) extension of K . An algebraic extension field L will be said symmetric if it is composed of the set of positive (resp. complex) simple roots, noted L L , in one-to-one correspondence with the set of negative (resp. complex conjugate) simple roots, noted L R , such that to each positive (resp. complex) simple root x L ∈ L L corresponds a symmetric negative (resp. complex conjugate) simple root x R ∈ L R . Geometrically, L L is then localized in the right (resp. upper) halfspace and L R in the left (resp. lower) half space. L L and L R are then respectively left and right semifields, i.e. commutative division left and right semirings.
L L and L R are semirings because they are abelian semigroups with respect to the addition and are endowed with associative multiplication and distributive laws. 
Let L v i (resp. L v i ) denote i-th basic completion corresponding to the i-th left (resp. right) pseudo-ramified algebraic extension L L i (resp. L R i ) of K and associated to the left (resp. right) place v i (resp. v i ). The other equivalent completions of v i (resp. v i ) are
It is assumed that the left (resp. right) pseudo-ramified completions
) having a rank or degree equal to N . Then, the rank of the pseudo-ramified completions
where • * denotes an integer inferior to N ;
• f v i (resp. f v i ), called a global class residue degree, is the degree of the corresponding pseudo-unramified completions L
So, the ranks or degrees of the pseudo-ramified completions
Remark that the integer sup(m i ) is interpreted as the multiplicity of the place v i (resp. v i ).
As the rank
is assumed to be a multiple of the integer N , which is the rank of the irreducible subcompletion
Finally, let
denote the set of real ramified completions of L L (resp. L R ) and let
be their direct sum.
Definition 1.4 Galois subgroups and inertia
) or the group of Galois inner automorphisms, then we have that
such that the exact sequence:
has kernel given by the global inertia subgroup I Lv i (resp. I L v i ) restricted to the place v i (resp. v i ).
If m i refers to the multiplicity of the left and right places v i and v i , then the left (resp. right) Galois group can be decomposed following:
Representation of the bilinear general semigroup:
Let L v (resp. L v ) be the set of pseudo-ramified completions of L L (resp. L R ). Then, a bilinear general semigroup over the product L v × L v can be defined as the product of the (semi)group T t n (L v ) of lower triangular matrices of order n over L v by the (semi)group T n (L v ) of upper triangular matrices of order n over L v following:
where • D n (·) is the subgroup of diagonal matrices;
• UT n (·) is the subgroup of unitriangular matrices.
Considering bilinear algebraic (semi)groups is justified by the fact that they "cover" their "linear" equivalents. Indeed, it was proved in [29] 
, at the conditions given in [29] and such that
has a rank given by:
so that the pair {x R , x L } of right and left points be mapped into the bipoint x R × x L characterized by a Riemanian signature [18] .
Similarly, the diagonal tensor product between the right and left semimodules M R and M L can be defined by
so that the "diagonal" bipoint x R × D x L be characterized by a diagonal signature which can be Euclidian or not following that the metric be given by a diagonal unit matrix or by a diagonal matrix having diagonal elements taking values in the considered field.
Definition 1.7 Bisemisheaves of rings: We want to introduce the set of smooth differentiable (bi)functions on the
in such a way that these bifunctions are tensor products
is partitioned into conjugacy classes, we have to take into account the bifunctions
, having as sections the smooth differentiable functions
, is a semisheaf of rings because it is a sheaf of abelian
) has the structure of a semiring.
The introduction of the bilinear Hilbert semispaces in the next section will concern the bisemisheaf of rings
on which it is defined, but the developments will only bear on M R ⊗ (D) M L for the simplicity of the notations. 
Then, B L (resp. B R ) transforms the left (resp. right) external Hilbert semispace H If we consider on the non-Euclidian 
Cohomologies and representation spaces of algebras of operators
We are interested in the cohomology of compact spaces [8] . So, the most evident algebraic cohomology of compact spaces is the Eisenstein cohomology which is based upon the Borel-Serre compactification of the lattice space attached to an arithmetic group Γ . The Eisenstein cohomology classes were assumed to be represented by differential forms which are Eisenstein series [21] , [22] , [34] .
Definition 2.1 The Shimura bisemivariety:
Referring to the linear lattice space X = GL n (IR) GL n (Z ) , [6] , [7] , a bilinear complex lattice bisemispace can be introduced by:
is a bilinear arithmetic semigroup over squares of integers modulo
The boundary ∂X S R×L of the compactified bisemispace X S R×L corresponds to the boundary of the Borel-Serre compactification and is given by:
of the boundary ∂X S R×L of the compactified lattice bisemispace corresponds to a Shimura bisemivariety and is given by:
2 ) constitutes the representation of the coset representatives of the tensor product T R (n; q) ⊗ T L (n; q) of Hecke operators and will also be noted K
• P n (L v 1 ) is the standard parabolic subsemigroup over the set
, corresponding to a Shimura bisemivariety and restricted to the lower (resp. upper) half space, becomes:
Proposition 2.2 The bicosets of the bilinear quotient semigroup
2 ) coincide with the modular conjugacy classes of the general bilinear semi-
with respect to the smallest connected pseudo-ramified normal bilinear subsemigroup given by the bilinear parabolic subsemigroup
Sketch of the proof:
According to 1.5, the conjugacy classes of GL n (L v × L v ) are in one-to-one correspondence with the (bi)places of L v × L v . And, on the other hand, the bilinear subsemigroup
2 ) is a representation of the tensor product of Hecke operators such that the i-th (bi)coset representative of
Proposition 2.3 The n-th bilinear cohomology (semi)group of the Shimura bisemivariety
has its coefficient system given by the bisemisheaf ( M R ⊗ M L ) and is given by the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology:
which:
• is in bijection with the representation space
• decomposes following the bicosets of
which correspond Hecke bicharacters.
Proof:
1. It was demonstrated in [29] that the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology
is in bijection with the representation of the bilinear general semigroup GL n (L v ×L v ) : this results from the fact that the Eisenstein bilinear cohomology can be deduced from the Weil bilinear algebra of the Lie bilinear nilpotent semialgebra.
As the bicosets of ∂X S R×L coincide with the conjugacy classes of GL
, we have that the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology decomposes according to:
characterizing the i-th left (resp. right) Hecke sublattice. Indeed, there exists the surjective morphism:
Hecke lattice decomposing following the conjugacy classes of
where Λ L i ;m i (resp. Λ R i ;m i ) is the i-th left (resp. right) Hecke sublattice having multiplicity sup(m i ) .
On the other hand, on each left (resp. right) weight
) is a left (resp. right) Hecke character;
The left (resp. right) action of the Weyl group W L (resp. W R ) consists in generating the multiplicities of the Hecke sublattices Λ L i (resp. Λ R i ) to which correspond the subsemimodules
Corollary 2.4 A left (resp. right) n-th linear cohomology semigroup of the left (resp. right) Shimura semivariety ∂S K L (resp. ∂S K R ) can be generated from the bilinear Eisenstein cohomology by the homomorphism:
Sketch of proof:
this is equivalent to defining the diagonal or complete product between a right and a left linear Eisenstein cohomology semigroup.
where GL 2 ℓ R×L is another notation for G 2 ℓ , constitutes a completely reducible
and ∂S
denote respectively a completely reducible orthogonal and nonorthogonal Shimura bisemivariety instead of ∂S
K D R×L .
Then, the n-th bilinear Eisenstein cohomology decomposes into direct sum of completely irreducible orthogonal or nonorthogonal bilinear Eisenstein cohomologies following:
• H n,n (∂S
Proof:
1. The completely reducible orthogonal and nonorthogonal Shimura bisemivariety are given respectively by:
and by:
2. The decomposition of the n-th bilinear Eisenstein cohomology into completely irreducible one-dimensional bilinear Eisenstein cohomologies results from its bijection
3. Each one-dimensional Eisenstein bilinear cohomology decomposes with respect to the places in (L v × L v ) according to:
Definition 2.7 Cuspidal representation in terms of global elliptic semimodules: The decomposition of the Eisenstein bilinear cohomology into one-dimensional irreducible bilinear components needs a cuspidal automorphic representation in terms of global elliptic bisemimodules. Assume that f L is a normalized eigenform (of a Hecke operator), holomorphic in the Poincare upper half plane H in I C , and defined in {Im( 
L , which are also eigenfunctions of Hecke operators T q R for q ∤ N and U q R for q | N .
On the other hand, assume that the semisheaf M 
will be adopted for the tensor product 
and verify
Proposition 2.10 According to the Langlands bilinear global program [29], each onedimensional Eisenstein bilinear cohomology is in bijection with a global elliptic
in such a way that each i-th bisection on the
be in one-to-one correspondence with the i-th biterm
So, the global elliptic bisemimodule constitutes the cuspidal representation of the Eisenstein bilinear cohomology. 
be transformed into an extended internal or internal left (resp. right) Hilbert bisemisheaf following:
) be a semialgebra of right (resp. left) elliptic linear operators acting on the set of sections of the semisheaf
Taking into account the considerations given about the enveloping algebras in definition 1.1, it then becomes clear that the extended bilinear Hilbert semispace H ± a is the natural representation space for the bisemialgebra and the semialgebra of elliptic operators. 
Similarly, a weight on a bisemialgebra (L 
leads naturally to the following isomorphism: 
Proof: This results from definitions 2.12 and 1.1. can be defined by:
is then a finitely generated bisemialgebra. 
Proposition 2.19 The extended internal and internal left (resp. right) topological bilinear Hilbert semispaces H
as introduced in definitions 1.8. So, the bilinear map: 
, is an abelian semigroup naturally isomorphic to Ext(X R,L ) as developed by Brown, Douglas and Fillmore [10] , [11] .
In connection with the work of Atiyah [4] , [5] , G.G. Kasparov constructed a general 
b) Bisemialgebra of bounded operators: Considering the
), the bisemialgebra of bounded operators on it will be (L [19] .
) having a closed norm topology [19] . 
Proof: This results immediately from lemma 2.15. ) on the extended bilinear Hilbert semispace
Proposition 3.4 There exists an isomorphism
M L in the sense of [29] and let A { top h be the corresponding stellar algebra of C 0 (resp. C ∞ )
functions on V { 
As there is an isomorphism between a Fredholm module on A { top h and a subspace of
) .
3.5. Shifted actions of differential bioperators on the representation spaces of bilinear semigroups: 
(a) consider the mapping
) and is equal to:
in such a way that [32] • AdFRepsp(GL m (IR × IR)) , being the adjoint functional representation space of GL m (IR × IR) , correspond to the action of (
4. Similarly, the shifted "action" of (
2 ) would be:
where:
) is functional representation space of the subgroup of integer diagonal matrices of order n shifted into m dimensions .
•
is functional representation space of the subgroup of integer unitriangular matrices shifted in m dimensions. [27] .
In this context, the action of (T
for bilinear semigroup of shifted modular automorphisms and has for modular conjugacy classes the biclasses (γ
shifted fixed bielements corresponds to the shifted normal bilinear subsemigroup
The shifted modular conjugacy biclasses (γ .
L ) is the bilinear subsemigroup of internal automorphisms shifted in (m × m) real dimensions with respect to the biaction of (
to-one correspondence with the unshifted internal conjugacy biclasses g
Proposition 3.6 The action of the differential bioperator (T
D R ⊗ T D L ) of rank (m × m) , associated with a principal GL m (IR × IR)-bundle on the (n × n)-dimensional analytic bisemisheaf ( M s R ⊗ M s L ) , consists in mapping ( M s R ⊕ ⊗ M s L ⊕ ) into ( M sa R n[m] ⊕ ⊗ M sa L n[m] ⊕ ) shifted into (m × m) dimensions: T D R ⊗ T D L : M s R ⊕ ⊗ M s L ⊕ − −− → ( M sa R n[m] ⊕ ⊗ M sa L n[m] ⊕ ) such that: a) M sa R n[m] ⊕ ⊗ M sa L n[m] ⊕
decomposes into shifted analytic subbisemisheaves according to the shifted internal conjugacy biclasses
g h[m] R (i) × g h[m] (i) L of GL n[m] ((L v ⊗ IR) × (L v ⊗
IR)) and with respect to the shifted internal automorphisms
where the integer t = q·N , related to the dimension t n of the algebraic basis of M
, i.e. to the number of Galois shifted automorphisms, will be called an internal algebraic index.
decomposes also into shifted analytic modular subbisemisheaves according to the shifted modular conjugacy biclasses γ
where the integer q , i.e. the global class residue degree f vq = q (see definition 1.3 
), will be called a modular algebraic index inducing the modular algebraic dimension
) is a biobject of the derived category
corresponds to the number of shifted automorphisms of the group of automorphisms of
3. The modular algebraic dimension is q n in such a way that q corresponds to the number of places of the semifields L L and L R .
Proposition 3.7 Under the "action" of the bioperator (T
would be shifted into (m × m) dimensions according to:
is the shifted Shimura bisemivariety given by:
Proposition 3.8 The n-th bilinear cohomology semigroup of the Shimura bisemivariety
in such a way that the shifted bilinear Eisenstein cohomology decomposes according to the bicosets of
as follows:
where m i refers to the multiplicity of the shifted subbisemimodule (M
Proof:
According to proposition 2.3 and the Langlands bilinear global program developed in [29] , we have that
Then, the shifted bilinear Eisenstein cohomology verifies:
such that:
Proposition 3.9 Let us fix the integers
with the condition that m ≤ n . Then, the shifted bilinear Eisenstein cohomology decomposes into the direct sum of completely irreducible orthogonal or nonorthogonal shifted bilinear Eisenstein cohomologies according to:
Proof:
This proposition introduces the complete reducibility of the n-th bilinear Eisenstein shifted cohomology semigroup in complete analogy with the unshifted case developed in proposition 2.6.
It is based on the completely reducible orthogonal shifted Shimura bisemivariety given by:
Definition 3.10 Internal and modular algebraic dimensions:
Until now, two kinds of algebraic dimensions have emerged: a) the "internal" algebraic dimensions, referring to the Galois extension degrees, to which are associated the internal algebraic indices; b) the "modular" algebraic dimensions referring to classes of Galois extension degrees, to which are associated the modular algebraic indices which indicate modular algebraic classes corresponding to:
• the places of L L and L R ;
• the "modular" conjugacy classes of the general bilinear semigroup
• the cosets of the bilinear quotient semigroup
• the Hecke sublattices (see proposition 2.3).
Consider for example the left
to its rank n i = i n · N n and its modular algebraic dimension is equal to the n-th fold product f n v i = i n of its global class residue degree while its internal algebraic index is equal to i · N and its modular algebraic index is equal to i . Note that the geometric dimension of the T n (L v i )-subsemimodule M v i is equal to " n ". So, the geometric and algebraic dimensions generally do not coincide. ) and
Then, the algebraic and analytic bisemimodules
) have all the same internal "algebraic" dimension equal to "
(i · N) n " and the same "modular" algebraic dimension equal to "
1. The algebraic and analytic bisemimodules (M R ⊗M L ) and (M s R ⊗M s L ) are isomorphic due to the isomorphism:
between the algebraic Eisenstein cohomology and the analytic de Rham cohomology according to lemma 2.15.
The internal automorphisms of
and M
can be interpreted as shifted Galois automorphisms. Consequently, the algebraic shifted bisemimodule (M
) and the analytic shifted bisemimodule (M
) have the same internal algebraic dimension as the bisemimodules (M R ⊗ M L ) and (M 
be the bisemisheaf of differentiable bifunctions 
of embedded bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces according to the modular or internal algebraic indices.
Considering the isomorphism between the algebraic and analytic bilinear Hilbert semispaces H + a and H + h , corresponding towers of embedded analytic bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces can also be envisaged: 
. So, we can construct a tower of direct sums of embedded algebraic extended (resp. diagonal) bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces
refer respectively to the q-th, i-th and i-th state of H 3. Considering the isomorphism between the algebraic and analytic bisemimodules
, a tower of direct sums of embedded analytic extended (resp. diagonal) bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces also exists:
refer respectively to the q-th, i-th and i-th state of H 
If the decomposition of the bisemisheaf
M L is envisaged with respect to its internal algebraic index, then the algebraic bilinear Hilbert semispaces H + a and H + a decompose according to: 
5. The towers of embedded bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces lead to consider that these bilinear Hilbert semispaces are "solvable".
Definition 3.13 Projectors: (a) Let
be the two towers of embedded analytic bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces introduced in section 3.12.
Then, the following projectors:
can be introduced, as it is done classically, in such a way that:
• P 
Then, we can define the (bi)projectors of states:
respectively into its closed extended bilinear subsemispace H + h {i} where i refers to a modular algebraic index or into H + h {i} where i refers to an internal algebraic index.
The (bi)projectors P md i R×L and P id i R×L are idempotent (bi)operators in such a way that the mappings they generate are respectively inverse modular and internal deformations in the sense of B. Mazur as proved by the author elsewhere [31] .
)} ) such that the bilinear form:
) is a von Neumann subsemialgebra relative to bounded operators on a closed connected subsemispace H ∓ h (i) of H ± h referring to the i-th internal (resp. modular) conjugacy class of
These considerations are made in complete analogy with what is known for random operators on linear Hilbert semispaces [9] .
R,L (o)) corresponding to a difference of modular conjugacy classes (p − o) . Definition 3.16 Towers of internal and modular von Neumann subsemialgebras: (a) In connection with the definition 3.13 introducing towers of direct sums of embedded bilinear Hilbert subsemispaces, we shall define here towers of sums of internal and modular random operators:
) is the internal (resp. modular) von Neumann subsemialgebra of the i-th state referring to the i-th sum of internal (resp. modular) random operators.
So, a tower of internal (resp. modular) von Neumann subsemialgebras of states can be introduced by:
(b) Similarly, on the towers
of analytic Hilbert subsemispaces introduced in definition 3.12, the corresponding towers of modular and internal von Neumann subsemialgebras will be given by:
and used in the classification of the factors of von Neumann in proposition 3.23. 
are given by:
) is a non-abelian von Neumann semialgebra since the extended bilinear Hilbert semispace H ∓ h constitutes the enveloping algebra of the semi- 
is then an algebra of the sum of random operators acting on diagonal enveloping subsemialgebras (H 
Proof:
This corollary is an extension of the preceding proposition to the bioperator (T ) decomposes into " t " or " q " subbisemisheaves following respectively the "internal" or "modular" algebraic index.
But, according to proposition 2.10 referring to the Langlands global program introduced in [29] , there is a bijection between the algebraic As an application of proposition 3.17, we suggest the following proposition. where the right (resp. left) eigenvalue E mod R ({n, i} (resp. E mod L {n, i} ) corresponds to a sum over the i first modular algebraic classes of shifts into m dimensions of the Hecke characters λ mod (n, ν, m ν ) (resp. λ mod (n, i, m i ) ) i.e. to infinitesimal generators of the considered Lie algebra, 1 ≤ ν ≤ i . λ mod (n, ν, m ν )e 2πiνz , z ∈ R n .
The bisemialgebra of von Neumann
3. The proof was given for the "modular" case, taking into account that the "internal" case can be handled similarly. So, the classification of factors of von Neumann will be based on these two types of towers of von Neumann subsemialgebras on bilinear Hilbert (sub)semispaces which are associated with Hecke sublattices as developed in proposition 2.3 (proof). As a result, the dimensions of the factors of von Neumann will directly refer to Hecke sublattices.
• The bilinear Hilbert semispaces H 
Corollary 3.24
The equivalent of a factor of type III λ can be obtained by considering the cross product of the factor II ∞ by a subgroup of automorphisms of it [1] , [15] .
Proof:
Indeed, a factor M λ of type M λ [28] is isomorphic to the cross product of a factor " N " of type II ∞ by Aut " N " [14] , [16] , [33] .
